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Newsletter editor welcome:
As we approach a very different and a tough Winter for many this
year, I start as usual by giving my immediate thoughts with our staff
and project managers who are striving to achieve their best at a very
challenging time. For students and trainees, a new generation of project
managers, there is the lingering natural uncertainty but also optimism
about the future of this profession moving into 2021 and beyond.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, many higher education institutions have
closed their physical campuses and moved the delivery of their main
courses, as well as professional executive education, to remote learning
almost overnight. With this sudden shift away from the lecture theatre,
some academics are wondering whether the adoption of online learning
will continue to persist in 2021 and beyond, and how such a shift would
impact worldwide executive education.

Navjot Singh,
Newsletter Editor

This newsletter provides a fascinating read by Nigel Smith on how
to make virtual events more interesting and less boring in this
unprecedented era, and an article by David Hawkins of working
together to achieve better sustainable results.
As ever, please stay healthy and should you have any questions, then feel free to get in touch with
anyone of the PMI team. I hope to bring more good news in next month’s newsletter.
Kind regards,
Navjot Singh,
Newsletter Editor, PMI UK Chapter
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UK Chapter News
Working Better Together to Achieve Sustainable Results
By David Hawkins
The invitation to a recent PMI UK webinar Working Better Together to Achieve Sustainable Results offered the
Institute of Collaborative Working (ICW) the opportunity to share ideas on how collaborative working can be
valuable in developing and sustaining complex projects. The feedback from the PMI UK Chapter’s community
was very interesting and useful in terms of raising awareness to the importance of relationships in the
success of projects. The use of the term ‘collaboration’ has become commonplace, but less used terms such as
collaborative working and behaviours get recognition.

The webinar’s 136 participants appreciated the benefits of collaborative working; but the main emphasis was
more on post-contract then taking the focus further back in the selection process. Preparing for external
engagement is crucial to being ready internally and then finding the right fit with external partners. It was
noticeable that whilst most participants saw relationships as essential to delivering outcomes, the majority of
organisations did not operate a structured or systemic approach to optimising these relationships. Hopefully,
through the webinar, I was able to introduce the benefits of the ISO 44001 framework and how this provides
a route map for building effective relationships from concept to completion. My sincere thanks to the PMI UK
Chapter for the opportunity.
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-hawkins-5718222
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Insight from our contributors
Death by PowerPoint? or Life from Mentimeter?
Making virtual events more engaging.
By Nigel Smith
We’ve all been there, haven’t we? That monotonous ‘click and point’
trademark PowerPoint presentation, delivered by rote and accompanied by a
less than enthusiastic speaker. Those predictable overly complex and wordy
slides acting as a directive script. It’s dull, it’s boring, and frankly, not your
ideal best practice. You’ll lose your audience, your key message will never
land, and your all-important call-to-action is lost: every single time. I know,
as I’ve been guilty of this myself! Here’s the thing - people will either listen to
you or read your slide, but they won’t do both. Half of your message is lost as
they tune out. Presentations have always been about your audience and they
always will be. Best then, to make it a great experience, for their benefit and
yours.
There are a couple of dimensions at play here: one is the style of the speaker,
personality, and approach; and the other is how you can use supporting tools
effectively. This article focuses more on the latter.
So, what’s the difference that can make the difference? Well, in my experience with PowerPoint, ‘simplify’ it. This
mean that we should ditch words where you can, go for pictures instead. People connect and remember far
more with images than words. When words are required, again, less is best (and more!). Try and minimise bullet
points between 4 to 5 per slide, containing only 4 to 5 words each. Even better, use the magic ‘Rule of 3’, if you
can. This is such a great device to make your message more memorable. Use bullets as a prompt, rather than
a script. Go for a colour contrast, light words on a dark background work really well. Need to see this in action?
Think Steve Jobs on how he launched the iPhone back in 2007. When you’re done speaking to a slide, take it off
and put the focus back on you as the speaker. You want to avoid any unnecessary and avoidable distractions.

Try moving from something like this…

To something more like this…

These tips could help you get a better outcome with your presentations. This though, is only half the story.
Worse still, without any engagement or interaction, you will still lose your audience. Therefore, it’s imperative that
you make a conscious effort to connect with them every few minutes or so. This remains true for in-person
presentations, but it’s even more vital for on-line ones. It’s not all bad news though, there are tools aimed at
taking you to this next level. There are a host of products in the market, from StreamYard and Stormz to Alix
and Sli.do. For me, my tool of choice is Mentimeter because it adds a unique differentiator in really bringing your
presentations to life in an easy and straightforward way. Create ‘Word Clouds’, collect, analyse, slice’n’dice realtime audience input, conduct quizzes and solicit questions, all in a clean and attractive manner.
Plan to engage your audience using Menti every 5 to 10 minutes. In fact, a great way to start your presentation
can be by just asking a simple question. It generates interest from the off, helps cement rapport and
importantly, gets vital energy into your ‘virtual room’. Your job then is to keep it there.
In my experience, it’s deceptively more difficult to read your audience on-line, so you need these regular contact
points. It’s a bit like Netflix’s ‘Black Mirror – Bandersnatch’, where your audience can and will influence where your
story goes, they choose the direction. You navigate your material to suit their needs. Again, it’s about them, not
you.

Start your presentation with something like;

And create a reference record of inputs which help you to steer your message;

Menti is, however, no substitute for poor or dull content or even a lack lustre speaker, but it can elevate and drive
higher levels of audience participation and, by definition, much needed energy to your presentations. Capturing
inputs is not just a great resource to help with research and feedback, the tool also offers a neat reference
record of your event, all wrapped up as a pdf file. A neat session-ending takeaway for your audience.
In a world where we are still living with social distancing, the virtual world offers us all a great opportunity to
reduce that distance and still connect purposefully. You risk losing you audience if you don’t.

About Nigel Smith
Nigel has been a PMI UK volunteer since 2015. He melds his 20-year project management experience
with coaching competencies to meet the empowering demands of the Agile age. He focuses on people,
presentation, and process to prepare project managers to perform and deliver more and better.
Connect with Nigel via LinkedIn or his website at www.nigelsmith.coach
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Insight from our contributors
Government infrastructure levelling up and looking forward
By Hugo Minney & Merv Wyeth
UK Parliament’s Public Administration and Constitutional Affairs Committee (PACAC) has delivered a Report
titled “Delivering the Government’s infrastructure commitments through major projects (July 2020)” about
the Government Major Project Portfolio (GMPP), of which a significant proportion of the value are related to
infrastructure projects (£214bn of £448bn, IPA Annual Report 2019/20)

There’s a lot to like
Which project professional wouldn’t welcome the recommendation that wages should increase (para 113)?
What about the mention, 94 times in 42 pages, of the words, “benefit” or “benefits”? Music to my ears, as a
benefits and value realization management professional. That’s an average of more than twice times per page,
although it can get very dense in some paragraphs.
For those who live and work outside the metropolis, PACAC recommends that more projects are delivered in
the rest of the country and not just London. They recognise that London is equipped to easily monetise any
government investment that comes its way (through lobby groups like London First), and that the perceived lower
returns for infrastructure investment which is not connected with London may need to be looked at in a different
way to rebalance the country. This view is long overdue, and organisations like Transport for the North will surely
be pleased. “And I would love it if there were jobs here), so my daughters could come home and still find decent
work.” (Hugo, Durham)

Benefits Realization Management
But there’s a lot more that’s solid common sense.
All of those mentions of “benefit” or “benefits” aren’t wasted, the committee really understand the principles of
Benefits Realization Management (BRM). These principles run throughout the report like a golden thread.
The report makes a number of recommendations:

Clear objectives
Politicians need to explain what they mean by “levelling up”, which presumably(?) aims to invest more in the people
and regions that have got left behind by policies of the last 40 years, and expect that this investment will yield
dividends in the long term.

The objectives to be achieved by projects need to be clear and accepted by stakeholders (see Stakeholder
Engagement next), and there needs to be a clear logical link showing how the project will deliver those objectives
(through what it creates, through benefits, and finally achieving objectives).
A number of the witnesses commented on HS2 (the hugely expensive rail link between two close cities, whose main
benefit seems to be that it will cut 20 minutes off the journey time). The report does not reach any specific HS2conclusions.
However, HS2 is a good example of a project whose objectives aren’t clear. There seem to be a lot of Strategic
Goals and Objectives, all given equal weight. Witnesses to the committee pointed out that projects are more
successful where there is a dominant objective and a dominant benefit, although there may be many additional
benefits both to the funding stakeholders and other stakeholders. The dominant objective allows for clarity in
decision-making – are we making progress towards realising the big benefits and achieving the big objective (like
the Olympics), or is it all a bit murky (like HS2)? And if it’s a bit murky, is it wise to pour more taxpayers money into
the project?

Stakeholder Engagement
In spite of protestations and recommendations to
the contrary, all too often the public consultation
takes place after the decision. Stakeholders,
including the general public, need to be able to
influence the plans, as well as the decision on
whether or not to proceed, or continue, with a
project.
The success of the Northern Powerhouse, in the
form of the Greater Manchester devolved region,
could be repeated around the country. Many
major infrastructure projects are too big for a
single local authority to lead on commissioning,
whilst at the same time central government is
too remote and too focused on what’s happening
in and around Whitehall to understand and
implement investments that improve quality of life
out in the regions.
And that’s the point really – quality of life. We pay our taxes to get quality of life. Whether it’s better opportunities
( jobs, business growth); better communities (a more pleasant environment, opportunities for education and
leisure); better health (sports facilities, healthcare, social care and support in our weakest moments), that’s what
we pay our taxes for. And that’s what government investment should seek to optimise.
Stakeholders should be consulted at all stages. Apart from anything else, the participation of stakeholders
improves the likelihood of benefits realisation. After all, it is their use of the (infrastructure) investment as it was
intended to be used, that creates value and maximises benefits. For this reason, the project leadership should
keep coming back to the original objectives, firstly to confirm that they are still valid, and secondly to ensure
steady progress towards optimising benefits in the course of achieving benefits.

Accountability
Politicians need to recognise that major
infrastructure projects don’t fit neatly into the time
scales between general elections. The people who
make the decision to invest, both politicians and
civil servants, need to be held accountable for the
benefits that were promised, and whether or not
they were achieved.
Witnesses told of civil servants who move from
department to department, and of course
cabinet ministers may change even more quickly.
The incoming politician or project sponsor may
not accept the promises and commitments of
the original decision-maker, resulting in a different
business case so they can claim success even with
3 times over budget costs.
The Committee recommends that the original
decision-makers are brought back, both when
the project is complete and handed over, and a
period (e.g. 5 years) after delivery, to compare the
benefits realised with the plan and commitment.

Capability
Witnesses pointed out that there is a woeful shortfall in capability. This was the main driver for suggesting that
project managers deserve a pay rise, but it has an impact on all government spend, as there aren’t enough skilled
Sponsors, skilled major projects managers, or skilled contract managers, to deliver on government ambitions. It
is to be welcomed that the government has established a Major Projects Leadership Academy (MPLA) at Oxford
University’s Saïd Business School, and a Project Leadership Programme at Cranfield School of Management. This
may make up some of the shortfall over time. There were additional recommendations by the committee that
ministers receive training to understand projects and investment, and that the civil service generally becomes
more professional in this area. We look forward to seeing an increased focus on benefits realisation as well.

Measurement
There’s a well-known adage “what gets measured, gets done”. It’s certainly true in my experience - because the
promises of future benefits aren’t very specific, project teams measure what they can measure, i.e. project
progress, and in the end, the specification becomes the key outcome of the project, not the benefits.
It’s important to measure the right things. There’s another adage that “you don’t fatten a pig by measuring it.” If
the pig isn’t growing as you expect you need to give it more food, to ensure that it will be ready for market and
turn a profit for the farmer.
Witnesses to PACAC confirmed that reporting of major projects delivery needs to be far more rigorous, and
that the right things (benefits) are measured over a sufficiently long period, to ensure that benefits are actually
realised, and objectives actually achieved.
The PACAC proposed a number of key measures for IPA to increase longevity of benefits scrutiny including
requirements that they:
• Undertake a Gate 5 (Operations and Benefits Realisation Review) in all cases before a project leaves the GMPP
• Include benefit plans, and trend data using standard financial measures accompanied by narrative on
transformational benefits, for each project in the IPA annual report from 2021/22 (i.e. in addition to cost/schedule
and delivery confidence rating),
• Assume responsibility for ongoing periodic reporting on ‘past projects’ to the Public Accounts Committee (PAC)
e.g. at 5-year intervals after project closure. (Paras 80-84)
None of this is easy, or we’d already be doing it. But it is possible, and it is reasonable as we are talking about eyewatering amounts of public money (Government has promised £640bn in the 2020 budget speech).

All in all
All in all, the committee has done an excellent job of summarising what is already good, what is clearly not so
good, and what needs to be done. And what needs to be done isn’t beyond the means of the government or civil
service, even with the Covid-19 challenges. Or perhaps because of the Covid-19 challenges – now is a great time
to improve a lot of people’s skills, when they aren’t spending all day in meetings. However, we should be aware that
none of this is new (See for example Government’s Management of Major Projects; An interim report (October
2019) and Delivery Major Projects in Government; Public Accounts Committee (May 2016) and the APM Guide to
Using a Benefits Management Framework and commentaries).
We look forward to seeing a report on progress of the implementation of this report, in line with the
recommendations of this same report that progress is reported.

About the Authors

Dr Hugo Minney

Merv Wyeth
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In October we are planning the following events.
26 October	PMI UK Webinar: Maintaining your mental wellbeing during this season.
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/pmi-uk-webinar-maintaining-yourmental-wellbeing-during-this-season-26th-october-2020
28th October
Project Data Analytics Webinar: The Road to Project Data Analytics 		
				
Greatness, in 2 hours.
				
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/project-data-analytics-webinarthe-road-to-project-data-analytics-greatness-28th-october-2020
28 October	PMI UK Toastmasters Event.
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/pmi-uk-toastmasters-event-28thoctober-2020
28 October	Project Data Analytics Webinar: Facing up to the challenges of data volume
and data quality.
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/project-data-analytics-webinarfacing-up-to-the-challenges-of-data-volume-and-data-quality-28thoctober-2020
30 October	Project Data Analytics Webinar: The Road to Project Data Analytics
Greatness, in 2 hours.
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/project-data-analytics-webinarthe-road-to-project-data-analytics-greatness-28th-october-2020-02
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